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Preface
We present this book as a guideline to help the students
in gaining additional knowledge in Science. It is intended
to aid students learning how to use words through
conversation and provide more information by recognizing
the images content in this book.
We would like also to acknowledge and express our
special thanks of gratitude to our dear Pongsuwanwittaya
School for giving us guidelines that made this book
successful. We are grateful as well for the parents and
students that serves as our inspiration.
Furthermore, this book has been made not only for
attaining high marks but also increase the student’s
understanding in the field of science.
PSW English Teachers
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A. Vascular bundles and stomata of plants
Q and A: Sentence structures:
1. What is vascular bundle?
Vascular bundle - The transport system to move food water and minerals around
the plants.
2. How many tubes a vascular bundle made up of?
It is made up of two tubes called xylem and phloem.
3. What is the function of xylem?
Xylem - Transports water and minerals from the roots to the other parts of the
Plants.
4. What is the function of phloem?
Phloem - Transports food made by the plant from the leaves to the rest of the
plant.
5. Where is the phloem situated?
It is situated nearer to the bark than the xylem.
6. What is stomata? What is its function?
Stomata – The tiny pores on the leaves of the plants. Its function is to allow gases
such as carbon dioxide, oxygen and water vapor to move in and out of the leaf.
7. What are guard cells?
Guard cells - controlled the opening and closing of stomata on the leaves.
8. What is transpiration? When it occurs?
Transpiration - The loss of water vapor from the plants. It occurs when stomata
is open.
Words:
1. vascular bundle

2. stomata

3. plants

4. tube

5. xylem

6. phloem

7. transport

8. minerals

9. function

10. part

11. situated

12. tiny pores
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13. transpiration

14. allow

15. guard cells

16. control

B. Growth factors
Q and A: Sentence Structures:
1. What is air? Why plants need it?
Air is a mixture of gasses. Plants need air to breathe. Without air plants will die.
2. Why plants need sunlight?
Plants need sunlight to make food.
3. What are the functions of roots of plants? Why?
Roots of plants absorb water and nutrients from the soil. To grow healthy.
4. Can plants live without water?
No, it can’t. Without water, plants will wilt and die.
5. Do plants need space? Why?
Yes, they do. As plants grow bigger, they need larger space to grow healthy.
6. How does temperature affect the plant growth?
When temperature gets too cold or too hot, plants stop growing.
7. What happened when plant is lack of minerals?
When lack of minerals plants would be skinny, small and weak.
Words:
1. breathe

2. mixture

3. gasses

4. sunlight

5. absorb

6. healthy

7. wilt

8. space

9. temperature

10. growing

11. lack

12. skinny

13. weak

14. cold

15. hot

16. larger
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C. Factors limiting photosynthesis
Q and A: Sentence Structures:
1. When does glucose is produced?
Glucose is produced during photosynthesis.
2. What is photosynthesis? When does it occur?
Photosynthesis - is the process whereby green plants make food. It occurs in
leaves of the plant during the day.
3. What is chlorophyll? What is its function?
Chlorophyll - is a green substance on the leaves of the plant that helps to absorb
sunlight.
4. What are the necessary factors to take place for photosynthesis?
Necessary factors for photosynthesis are; carbon dioxide, sunlight, water,
chlorophyll.
Words:
1. glucose

2. produce

3. photosynthesis

4. process

5. occur

6. during

7. chlorophyll

8. necessary

9. factors

10. carbon dioxide

D. Responses of plants
Q and A: Sentence Structures:
1. How does plants stem respond to light?
Plant stems or shoots grow toward light.
2. How does roots of plants respond to water?
Roots of plants grow toward the water source.
3. What is the reaction of roots of plant toward gravity?
Roots of plant respond by growing towards the direction of gravity.
4. How does plant respond to sound?
Plants respond to sound waves through physical and biological changes.
5. What is the reaction of plant stem to touch stimulus?
Plants stems grow toward touch stimulus.
6. Give examples of plant that respond to touch quickly.
Examples of plant that respond quickly to touch are Mimosa and Venus flytrap.
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Words:
1. stem

2. shoots

3. source

4. reaction

5. gravity

6. sound

7. waves

8. physical

9. biological

10. stimulus
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A. Responses of animals
Q and A: Sentence Structures:
1. What are the responses of animals to their environment?
Animals - respond to light, temperature, touch and sound.
2. What are diurnal animals?
Diurnal animals - animals that are active during day time and rest at night.
3. What is the difference between diurnal and nocturnal animals?
Nocturnal animals – Animals that are active at night and rest during day time.
4. How does some animals respond to sound?
Dolphins - respond to other dolphins by whistling.
Crow- use different sound to identify themselves and communicate to other birds.
Frogs and Toads - Produce sounds during courtship and mating rituals.
5. How does animals respond to temperature?
Crocodiles - bask in the sun when it is cold, seek water and shade when hot.
Elephants - fan themselves with their big ears when hot.
Buffaloes and Hippopotamus – soak in rivers or mud to cool themselves.
Swallows - migrate when it is too hot or too cold.
Polar bear - hibernates when the temperature is too cold.
Dogs - releases heat through evaporation of the saliva on their tongue.
6. How does some animals respond to touch?
Cats - likes to be touch gently.
Snails - hides themselves in their shells when touched.
Millipedes – curl up their body when they are touched.
Words:
1. response

2. light

3. temperature

4. touch

5. sound

6. environment

7. diurnal

8. active

9. rest

10. night

11. nocturnal

12. crocodiles

13. bask

14. cold

15. shade

16. seek

17. hot

18. themselves

19. buffalo

20. hippo

21. soak

22. mud

23. cool

24. migrate

25. dolphin

26. whistling

27. crow

28. different

29. identify

30. communicate

31. frogs

32. toads

33. produce

34. courtship

35. mating
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36. rituals

37. gently

38. hides

39. shell

40. snail

41. millipedes

42. curl

43. hibernate

44. Saliva

45. evaporate

C. Soil formation
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Soil
Q and A: Sentence structures:
1. What is soil?
Soil - is a thin layer of material covering the surface of the earth.
2. What are the components of soil?
The components of soil are organic matter, inorganic matter, air and water.
3. What is organic matter?
Organic matter is composed of living things and dead things.
4. What are the examples of inorganic matter?
Examples of inorganic mater are clay, sand and pebbles.
5. Decaying plant and animal matter in soil is called? Humus.
6. What do you call the coarsely-grained soil particles?
It is called sand.
7. What is a slit?
A slit is a dust-like sediment that water and wind transport and deposit.
8. Differentiate the types of soil.
Sandy soil – may be yellow or gray in color and it contains a lot of sand.
Loamy soil – Allow water to flow through it but not too quickly and it holds water
and enough air for the roots and small animals.
Clay soil – Usually red, white or grey and consists mainly a clay.
9. How does the soil profile forms?
Soil profile forms a vertical section of soil from the ground surface to the parent
rock.
1. soil

2. organic matter

3. air

4. water

5. humus

6. sand

7. slit

8. sandy soil
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9. loamy soil

10. clay soil

11. profile

12. rock
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Q and A: Sentence structures:
1. What is Light?
A form of energy that enables us to see things around us. Light brightens our
world and makes it visible.
2. What is electrical energy?
Electrical energy is energy that's stored in charged particles within an electric
field.
3. What do you call the splitting white light into its seven colors?
It’s called dispersion of light.
4. Differentiate refraction of light from reflection of light?
Reflection of light – is the bouncing of light off an object when it hits the object.
Refraction of light – is the bending of light when it travels from one transparent
medium to another.
5. Enumerate the 2 different sources of lights.
1. Luminous objects
2. Non-luminous object
6. It is an object that allows some light to pass through it?
It is called translucent object.
7. It is an object that allows light to pass through it?
It is called transparent object.
8. How do you call an object that does not allow the light to pass through it?
It is called opaque object.
9. What is a Prism?
A prism is a triangular glass that can be used to separate the different colors in a
white light.
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10. How does the light travel?
Light travels in a straight line in all direction.
Words:
1. light

2. electrical energy

3. dispersion

4. reflection

5. refraction

6. luminous

7.non-luminous

8. translucent

9. transparent

10.opaque

11.prism

12. straight lines

A. Sun

Chapter 5
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Q and A: Sentence structures:
9. What is a solar system?
The solar system is also made up of the Sun, natural satellites, asteroids,
meteoroids and comets.
10. What is a sun and how important the sun to us?
The sun is actually a star and a spinning ball of hot gas consist mainly of
hydrogen. It gives out heat energy and light energy which are very important to
all living things on the Earth.
11. What are the planets in the solar system?
There are 8 planets in our solar system going around the sun.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mercury
Venus
Earth
Mars
Jupiter

6. Saturn
7. Uranus
8. Neptune

12. How does the planet move around the sun?
All planets move around the sun in an elliptical pathway, called an Orbit and as
they orbit the sun, they also spin or rotate.
13. Which planet has the shortest orbit?
Mercury is the smallest and innermost planet in the solar system. Its orbital period
around the sun of 88 days is the shortest of all the planets in the solar system.
14. Which planet has the longest orbit?
Since Neptune is further from the sun than Earth, it takes this planet a much
longer time to orbit completely around the sun.
15. What is an Asteroid?
A large rock, smaller than a planet that orbits the sun.
16. What is an icy, rocky body that orbits the sun?
They are called comets.
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17. What are the rocks that travel in the solar system?
-

Meteor – a piece of rock from space that burns up when it enters the Earth’s
atmosphere.
Meteorite – a piece of rock that has reached the Earth’s surface from outer
space.
Meteoroid – A piece of rock in the space that becomes a meteor when it enters
the Earth’s atmosphere.

Words:
1. sun

2. natural satellites

3. asteroids

4. meteoroids

5. comets

6. Mercury

7.Venus

8. Earth

9. Mars

10.Jupiter

11. Saturn

12. Uranus

13. Neptune

14. asteroid

15. comets

16. meteor

17. Meteorite

18. Meteoroid

17. orbit

18. planet
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Chapter 1- Plants
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larger

rice plants
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Chapter 2- Responses of Animals

Day time

Night time
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honey bee

gorilla

owl
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rocks
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Hibiscus plant

Sunflower plant
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Soil

Seedling

Rubber tree
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elephant

hippopotamus

hibernate

dolphins

Chapter 3- Soil
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sandy soil

loamy soil
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cabbage

cucumber

mangrove tree

rice plants

Chapter 4 – Light

light
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reflection of light

Candle / luminous object
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light in all direction

glass / transparent object
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solar energy

solar panel

shadow

magnifying glass

Chapter 5 – Solar System
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Earth

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

Neptune

Asteroids

Meteoroids

Comet
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Natural satellite

Moon

Mars

dust

Glossary
Air

All plants need air to breathe.

Animals

Respond to stimuli such as light, temperature, touch and
sound.

Asteroid

A large rock, smaller than a planet that orbits the sun.

Basking

Resting in the sun.

Clay soil

Finely- grained soil particle. Red, white or grey in color.

Comet

An icy, rocky body that orbit the sun.

Dispersion of light

Splitting of white light into its seven colors.

Diurnal animal

Animal that is active during the day and rests at night.
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Earth

The third planet from the Sun. This is the only planet with life
forms.

Electric energy

An energy absorbs or delivered by a circuit.

Gravity

Roots of plants respond by growing downward, in the direction
of gravity.

Hibernate

Spending winter in the deep sleep state.

Humus

Rich in nutrients needed by plants.

Jupiter

Is the fifth planet from the Sun. It the largest planet. It is cold
and has poisonous air.

Light

To provide light that makes things visible.

Loamy soil

Black or brown in color. Contains a lot of humus

Luminous Objects

Objects that produce their own light.

Mars

Is the fourth planet from the Sun. It is also known as the “Red
Planet” due to its color.

Mercury

Is the smallest and nearest planet to the sun. Its day is very
hot while night is very cold

Meteoroid

A piece of rock in space that becomes a meteor when it enters
the Earth’s atmosphere.

Minerals

Provide nutrients needed by plants for growth

Mimosa leaves

Fold quickly when touched.

Motions of light

Lights that travels in straight lines in all directions

Natural satellite

An object that orbits a larger one.
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Neptune

Is the eighth planet and furthest planet from the sun. It is blue
and extremely cold.

Nocturnal animal

Animal that is active at night and rests during the day.

Non-luminous

Objects that do not produce their own light.

Objects
Nutrients

Chemical compounds needed for growth, repair, energy and
regulation of body functions.

Opaque Object

An object that does not allow light to pass through.

Phloem

Transport water and other nutrients through the plants.

Plants

Need air, water, sunlight, temperature, minerals and space for
healthy growth.

Plant stems

Grow toward the light.

Photosynthesis

The process whereby green plants make food.

Refraction of light

Bending of light when it travels from one transparent medium
to another.

Reflection of light

Bouncing of light off an object when it hits on the object.

Sand

Coarsely- grained soil particle.

Sandy soil

Contains a lot of sand, yellow or grey in color, low in nutrients.

Saturn

Is the second largest planet. Its rings make it the most
beautiful object in the Solar System.

Silt

Dust-like sediment that water and wind transport and deposit.
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Soil

Thin layer material covering the surface of our Earth. Made up
of organic matter, inorganic matter, air and water.

Soil formation

Soil formed very slowly over long periods of time.

Soil profile

A vertical section of soil from the ground surface deep to the
parent rock. Consists of different layers called horizon.

Solar Energy

Light energy from the sun that can be directly changed into
electrical energy by solar panels.

Solar Panel

Are used to power manmade satellite in space and any
electronic devices.

Solar System

The sun and all the planets, satellites, asteroids, meteoroids,
and comets that move around the sun.

Sound

Contributes both physical and biological changes in plants

Stomata

Allow carbon dioxide and oxygen move into and out of the leaf.

Sun

Is actually a star. This spinning ball of gas consists mainly of
hydrogen. The temperature at its core is extremely high.

Sunlight

Needed by plants to make food.

Translucent objects Allow only some light to pass through it.
Transparent object

Light passes right through it

Temperature

Most animals respond to high and low temperatures

Temperature

Affects the growth processes such as photosynthesis and
transpiration.

Touch

Some animals like to be touched gently.

Uranus

Is the seventh planet from the sun. It is very cold.
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Vascular bundle

Part of transport system in vascular plant.

Vascular plant

Plants that have a well-developed system for transporting
water and food.

Venus

Is the second planet from the Sun. It has poisonous air that
traps heat. Thus, it is the hottest planet.

Venus flytrap

Leaves fold up when touched.

Water

Plants cannot live without water. Roots of plant grow toward
water source.

Xylem

Carry water and minerals from the roots to the rest of the
plants.
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